Abstract. A Bloch function g is a function analytic in the unit disk such that (1 ; j zj 2 ) jg 0 (z)j is bounded. First we generalize the theorem of Rohde that, for every \bad" Bloch function, g(r ) (r ;! 1) follows any prescribed curve at a boundeddistance for in a set of Hausdor dimension almost one. Then we introduce balanced Bloch functions. 
Then, for j = 1 2 3 4 there exist sets E j T with dim E j = 1, such that i) ( ) = ;1, ( ) = + 1, for 2 E 1 (twist point), ii) ( ) = ( ) = + 1, for 2 E 2 (spiral point), iii) ;1 < ( ) < ( ) = + 1, for 2 E 3 (gyration point), iv) ;1 < ( ) + 2 < ( ) < +1, for 2 E 4 (oscillation point). Moreover f( ) is well-accessible for 2 E j (j = 1 2 3 4). Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let n > c 1 see (1.3). By (1.9) there exist r n < 1 such that a n = log f 0 (r n 0 ) satis es Re a n < ;16 n. We de ne (1.12) ' n (z) = z + r n 0 1 + r n 0 z f n = f ' n g n = 1 8 (log f 0 ' n ; a n ) :
Then g n 2 B with g n (0) = 0 and kg n k B 1 by (1.6). We apply Theorem 1.1 with G = fRe w < jRe a n jg, R = n and curves ; j (t) 0 t < 1 (j = 1 2 3 4) such that ; j (0) = 0, Re ; j (t) = 0 and, as t ;! 1, i) lim inf Im ; 1 (t) = ;1, lim sup Im ; 1 (t) = + 1, ii) lim Im ; 2 (t)) = +1, such that (1.5) holds for 2 E jn . We obtain from (1.12) that (1.14) log f 0 n (z) = a n + log ((1 ; r 2 n ) ( 1 + 0 r n z)
;2 ) + 8 g n (z) :
Since Re (r) = 0 it follows from (1.5) that (1.15) j log jf 0 n (r )j j b n := jRe a n j + log 1 + r n 1 ; r n + 1 6 n so that f n ( ) i s w ell-accessible see (1.10). We obtain from (1.5), ( Then dim E j = 1 by (1.13), and if 2 E j then = ' n ( n ) for some n 2 E jn .
Hence f( ) = f n ( n ) i s w ell-accessible, and by the Koebe distortion theorem it is easy to deduce from (1.16) and the choice of Im ; j (t) t h a t ( ) and ( ) have the required properties. Now we verify (2.8) for j + 1, that is, we shall show that (2.14) dist (W n (J) C nG) > R + c for J 2 F j+1 , 2 I 2 F j , n = I ( ) see (2.11). This is trivial by (2.8) if t j+1 (I) = 1 and thus A j (I) = I. Therefore let t j+1 (I) < 1. Since ;(t) is continuous we see from (2.9) that j;(t j+1 (I)) ; W m (I)j = R.
Hence it follows from (2.10) and ( log 2 R=c = 1 ; c log 1 c 2 R log 2 which proves (1.4). Now let 2 E ; . There are two cases. i) First we assume that t j ( ) < 1 for all j. Let I j 2 F j bethe arc containing . Then I j 2 D n j for some n j . We d e n e ' : 0 1) ;! 0 1) by ' (2 ;n j ) = t j ( ) and linear in between. We parametrize ; by (r) = ;(' (r)), 0 r < 1. If 1 ; 2 ;n j r 1 ; 2 ;n j+1 then t j ( ) ' (r) t j+1 ( ) and thus jg(r ); (r)j j g(r );W n j ( )j+j;(' (r));W n j (I j )j c+R 2R by (2.3) and (2.9).
ii) Now we suppose that t j ( ) < 1 for j k and t j ( ) = 1 for j > k . Then we de ne ' as in (i) for j < k but linear in 1 ; 2 ;n k 1].
If 1 ; 2
;n k r < 1 then (see (2.9)) j;(' (r)) ; W n ( )j < R for n n k and (1.5) follows as above.
3. Balanced Bloch functions.
Let 4( ) denote the non-euclidean disk of center 2 D and radius . For g 2 B we de ne for z 2 4 (z n n ) n = 1 2 : : :
We write r n = jz n j and consider the functions It follows from (4.8) and (3.2) that jh n (s)j 4=(1 ; j sj 2 ) for s 2 D . Therefore we may assume that h n ;! h as n ;! 1 locally uniformly in D . Furthermore we may assume that z n ;! 2 T. Let jsj = < 1. By (3.1) and (4.5) we have Hence it follows from (4.7) and (4.8) that jh n (s)j " j1 + z n sj 2
(1 + ) ( 1 + r n ) 1 + r n 1 ; :
Since h n ;! h and n ;! as n ;! 1 , w e conclude that jh(s)j " j1 + s j 2
( Geometric interpretation. Let g be a balanced Bloch function that satis es condition (4.5). Let " > 0 besmall but xed. Then Geometric interpretation. Let g be a balanced Bloch function that satis es (4.10) and (4.12). The Riemann image surface of g over C then has many accessible boundary points their projection to C has positive capacity. But (4.13) shows that none of these boundary points is accessible through a curve of nite length.
Proof. Let c 1 c 2 : : : denote suitable positive constants. Since C goes to T, we can nd z n 2 C, r n % 1 and disks 4 n such that (4.14) 4 n = 4(z n 2 ) f r n < jzj < r n+1 g 1 ; r n+1 1 ; r n > c 1 :
Let ' n map 4 n conformally onto D such that ' n (z n ) = 0 . By Proposition 4.1 there exist " > 0 and z n 2 4 (z n ) s u c h that M 1 log 1 " > ! (z n 4 n \ A g (") 4 n nA g (")) = !(s n A n D nA n ) where s n = ' n (z n ) and A n = ' n (4 n \ A g (")). If p n denotes the circular projection onto the radius from 0 to T opposite to s n , then !(s n p n (A n ) D np n (A n )) < M 1 log 1 " : Since s n 2 ' n (4(z n )) = fjzj < g with < 1 depending only on , we see that the linear measure satis es jp n (A n )j < M 4 = log (1="). Since ' n (C \ 4 n ) connects 0 and T, we conclude that j' n (C \ 4 n )nA n j 1 ; j p n (A n )j > 1 ; M 4 log 1 "
if " is chosen su ciently small. It is easy to deduce that j(C \ 4 n )nA g (")j > c 1 (1 ; j z n j) > c 1 c 2 (1 ; r n ) by (4.14). Hence it follows from ( 1 ; r dr = 1 by (4.14) and (4.12). This implies (4.13). The last assertion is an immediate consequence of (4.13) and the following proposition, where g need not bea Bloch function. 
